R&D Manager Apparel Vietnam

Recruitment Information

| Job Code: | Industry:         | Dệt may / Da giày / Thời trang |
| Location: | Type of contract: | Permanent Employee             |
| Salary:   | Type of job:      | Full Time                      |
| Career level: | Qualification: | Bachelor                       |
| Age:      | Other extras:     | Unlimited                     |

Company Description

PUMA is engaged in the development and marketing of a broad range of sport and lifestyle articles including Footwear, Apparel and Accessories. PUMA has the long-term mission of becoming the most desirable and sustainable Sportlifestyle company. We will achieve our goals by continuing to do what we have always done harnessing our resources and experiences to provide our consumers with innovative products that successfully fuse the creative influences form the world of sport, lifestyle and fashion. World Cat Company Ltd. in Long An province is a subsidiary of Puma AG and we manage all aspects of Puma brands in Asia. We are currently looking for an IT System Engineer. The position is located close to Ho Chi Minh City, Long Hau Industrial Park, Long An, Vietnam. Are you interested in this challenging and rewarding position? Do you think you could be a perfect match for this role? Do you like working in a fast pace and international environment on a senior management level and do you take it as a given to sign responsibility for what you do? Then PUMA is the right place to be! If you are a flexible, open-minded and dedicated individual, PUMA offers interesting opportunities not only in an exciting and challenging industry, but also an enjoyable and open working atmosphere, where being part of a team is fun. Please visit our website to know more information about the company: www.puma.com

Job description

The R&D Manager is responsible for developing all new products and supervises projects to ensure successful completion of the company’s corporate goals. You will work closely with Product Management and Design to execute seasonal concept direction. Responsible for continuously evolving the Company’s product processes and insuring exceptional quality and cycle time improvements. Manages, coaches and mentors the R&D team members.

Job responsibilities

- Work with a team of merchandiser, factories and customer to ensure products are developed and produced according to required fit, price and quality.
- To identify issue upfront that may prevent product objectives from being met. Including cost targets, quality standards in construction and materials, ease of manufacture, etc.
- Ensure samples address desired function, including checking for quality, size, fit and adherence to standards
- Drive strategic sourcing initiatives for vendor/ factory base including lead time reduction, quick response and supporting the implementation of new technologies
- Manage supplier relationship, including resolution of capacity and production issues, final price negotiations and long-term sourcing objectives.

Skills required

- Bachelor’s degree in Apparel Industry
- At least 6 years experience in the apparel field
- Experience of garment construction techniques
• Experience to provide leadership and direction to a team of Merchandisers
• Able to identify product needs and identify issues upfront.
• Good Computer Skills; Excel, Email
• Good command of written and spoken English
• Be able to work independently and effectively under pressure
• Adaptable to a dynamic environment
• Good internal and external communications

Other Information

Probation time

Working time

Working experience 6 year(s)

Training opportunities

Colleagues

Annual leave

Benefits.

Contact Information

Please login to view contact information of employer.
If you do not have account, Click here to register.